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Global production 
of fish and seafood 

has quadrupled 
over the past 50 

years

The fastest 
growing food 

production 
industry 

worldwide
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Organization of the United 
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The problem 
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The seafood industry is F*cked 
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TAM-SAM-SOM analysis
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Total Addressable Market

Aquaculture – the commercial production of 
finfish, shellfish and seaweed – is currently the 
fastest-growing form of food production on 
earth. Already a $243.5 billion industry, (2019)
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Serviceable 
Addressable Market

The beachhead market is Colombia. 
Aquaculture farmers who export 

fresh fillet to USA. Just one region
$728 Million 
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Serviceable Obtainable 
Market

The beachhead market has 1,223 
hectares. The sell price per Ha is 
$96k.
Giving a market of $117 million
Assuming a 50% market penetration= 
$58.7 million 
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TAM

SAM

SOM

$243.5 USD  

Billion 

$728 million 

$59 M 



Beachhead market; Tilapia in  Colombia  
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Colombia has a supply chain 
to deliver fresh tilapia to Los 
Angeles, CA .
Nevertheless operates at 
very low productivity (1 kg  of 
fish per m3 of water)

Colombia produced  140,000 
tons in 2020, making 
Colombia the 
second-biggest producer in 
Latin America just after 
Brazil and leading in fresh 
fillets. 
Representing $728 million 
USD in revenue



Aquaculture today = 
Good solution, bad implementation
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Very low efficiency, large footprint  

Productivity: 2kg / m2 ( more than 100 
kg/m2  is possible )

Water pollution 

No water treatment 

No traceability 

Hormones to change sex 



The problem is simple;

Maintain optimal oxygen levels 

 Clean the water so fish don't live in their own 
shit.

Keep the water at the right temp

Remove the growth barrier; Produce 50X more
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The Solution  
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Provide Engineering Solution as a Service (E-SaaS) to give access to 
knowledge and technology. 

In Colombia the land, climate, water, market demand and people are 
already there.
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Aquaculture is just like your body but bigger. It needs systems to bring food 
and take waste, bring oxygen and coordinate activities

Your body grows trillions of cells. Aquaculture grows thousands of fish ‘cells’



At this stage we focus the scope to Kindey and  Liver. 
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Global Aquaculture lacks this basic systems;

Lung system to provide oxygen and remove CO2 efficiently
Kidney system Remove water from fish waste and excess food 
Nervous system create and manage data to coordinate the process
Immune system to prevent and control diseases. 

In consequences aquaculture has high-mortality and low-productivity 
and/or is passing the waste/cost  to the environment



Jet Aeration and microbubbles 
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NuAgua Aeration Jet is a technology from the wastewater world to mix and oxygenate 
water. 
A submerged pump together with a special jet introduces micro bubbles into the water 
and releases them in a strong jet of water. Good mixing and movement and efficient 
aeration is achieved using air only.
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Lungs create life

A barrier  transforms the pond into a controlled recirculating basin.
The jet aeration keep oxygen high all the time, even at night when 
microalgae uses oxygen instead of producing it.
Dramatically increasing the amount of fish, the fish density.



Biofloc;  following  nature advice  to 
convert waste into protein feed 
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-Biofloc archives a biological 
equilibrium,  bacteria eats the fish 
waste and grow into microbial 
protein which becomes fish feed.

- The water is continually recycled 
instead of wasting it and polluting

-   The jet aeration solved the 
challenge of constant movement 
and oxygen

- Unlocking more production, 
lower mortality and no pollution
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Nuagua  will produce biocarriers in Colombia from reusable plastic.  Biocarriers 
allow to increase bacterial density exponentially which removes toxic ammonia  
which poison fish. When combined with biotechnology the results is a 
bioreactor, a Moving Bed Biofilm Bioreactor (MBBR)

Nuagua will built the MBBR directly in the ponds. Avoiding high cost and 
expensive equipment to pump the water to an external treatment plant

Kidney



What We Do
Engineer the super enhancement of a natural process by:

Create an advanced circular aquaculture 
with low CapEx and OpEx

Convert a pond into a bioreactor

Capitalize on Colombia’s ideal weather to 
allow continual harvest 
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Business model

Equipment is leased to farmers. Pays for itself with the 
productivity increase and lower mortality. 
- Lungs: 150% increase from 2 to 5 kg/m2

- Liver: 500% increase  from 5 to 10 kg/m2

- Nervous and immune: Assure quality and disease 
prevention in higher densities 20-30 kg/m2  

Each system is an upgrade.

Future;  A Process facility and buy production from farmers 
and sell traceable organic fish to  europe/USA.
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Return on Invest Analysis
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Food for thought

Moving to certifies 
organic tilapia 
increase the price to 
over 4 USD. 

Move to more 
profitable fish and 
selling directly 
increase sell price to 
over $10USD 

ROI analysis

Current situation Lugs solution Liver Solution
Production density (kg/m2) 2.0 5 10

Production density increase (kg/m2) 0.0 3.0 8.0
Pond size (m2) 10,000 10,000 10,000

Harvest per year 2.9 2.9 2.9
Annual production (kg) 57,031.25 142,578.13 285,156.25

Annual production increase (kg) 0.00 85,546.88 228,125.00
Sell price ($USD/ Kg) $2.12 $2.12 $2.12

Profitability (%) 30.0% 30.0% 30.0%
Profitability increase ($USD ) - $54,407.81 $145,087.50

Nuagua solution cost - $12,225.00 $22,225.00
Nuagua solution sell price - $28,000.00 $68,000.00

Nuagua sell price at 3 year finance (17% interest) - $36,000.00 $84,000.00
Nuagua Yearly ROI - 229.04% 305.96%

Nuagua Yearly ROI (3 year lease) - 267.71% 343.59%
Client yearly ROI - 194.31% 213.36%

Client yearly ROI ( 3 years lease) - 151.13% 172.72%



What will The Farmer experience 
Pays $100/month per unit.

Every  harvest (4 months) will harvest 3,000kg extra per unit. 
Creating an extra revenue of $6,360 ($1,908 profit) 

Each harvest will make $1,980 extra and pay $400 for the unit

After 3 years, the machine is his   
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Team 
Who is 

making it 
happen?
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Founders
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Hector 
Strategy and commercial  

Water engineer, business 
developer and entrepreneur

Connecting the dots to engineer a 
better world

10+ years in international business 
development for Cleantech and a 

MSc in Water treatment 
engineering

 

Mauricio
CTO

Masters and Ph.D in Biotechnology and 
advanced aeration ,

Genius and later thinker with a passion 
for biotechnology and solving hard 

problems.
Previously the VP of engineering at a 

large water treatment company 
15+ years experience in water and 

wastewater treatment



ADVISORY BOARD AND PARTNERS  
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Aaron 

Entrepreneur, business 
owner and steward of 

nature.
Partnership development, 
marketing strategies and 

dad jokes.

Claudia 

Bs and MS in ocean 
engineering by MIT.
Consultant in post 

growth 
entrepreneurship

Mauricio

Former director of 
United Farms. 

Leader in developing 
high tech horticulture 

industry in Mexico.
Founder of Brisket 

Marieke

Founder and 
director of New 

Fork. 
Blockchain for 

Agritech



Thanks!
For supporting the Agri Tech revolution  

info@nuagua.com
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Fund the change the want to 
see in the world 


